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We calculate the strange quark content of the nucleon hNj�ssjNi in 2þ 1 -flavor lattice QCD. Chirally

symmetric overlap fermion formulation is used to avoid the contamination from up and down quark

contents due to an operator mixing between strange and light scalar operators, �ss and �uuþ �dd. At a lattice

spacing a ¼ 0:112ð1Þ fm, we perform calculations at four values of degenerate up and down quark masses

mud, which cover a range of the pion mass M� ’ 300–540 MeV. We employ two different methods to

calculate hNj�ssjNi. One is a direct method where we calculate hNj�ssjNi by directly inserting the �ss

operator. The other is an indirect method where hNj�ssjNi is extracted from a derivative of the nucleon

mass in terms of the strange quark mass. With these two methods we obtain consistent results for hNj�ssjNi
with each other. Our best estimate fTs

¼ mshNj�ssjNi=MN ¼ 0:009ð15Þstatð16Þsys is in good agreement

with our previous studies in two-flavor QCD.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The bulk of the nucleon mass MN is produced by
dynamically broken chiral symmetry in the vacuum of
quantum chromodynamics (QCD). This should happen
even in the limit of vanishing up and down (current) quark
masses. Yet, there are also contributions from nonzero bare
masses of up, down, and strange quarks, that are given by a
matrix element mqhNj �qqjNi of a scalar operator �qq made

of quark field q with mass mq evaluated on the nucleon

state jNi. This quantity is of fundamental importance to
characterize the nucleon structure. More recently, this
quantity, especially that of strange quark, is attracting
further interest as it determines the cross section of pos-
sible dark matter particles to hit the nucleus and thus to
determine the sensitivity of dark matter search experiments
(see, for instance, Ref. [1]).

The fraction of nucleon mass made of nonvanishing
quark masses is conveniently parametrized as

fTq
¼ mqhNj �qqjNi

MN

: (1)

The light quark contents fTfu;dg can be related to the �N

sigma term ��N , which is determined from experimental
data of the �N scattering amplitude. Evaluation of the
strange quark content fTs

is more involved. One uses

��N and a phenomenological estimate of the flavor
SU(3) violation parameter �0¼mudhNj �uuþ �dd�2�ssjNi,

where mud is (degenerate) up and down quark mass.
Recent experimental data ��N ¼ 64ð7Þ MeV [2] and
�0 ¼ 36ð7Þ MeV obtained from heavy baryon chiral
perturbation theory (HBChPT) [3] led to fTs

¼ 0:41ð9Þ.
This large value appeared to be puzzling, as it suggests
that the strange quark plays major role to construct
nucleon. Early lattice calculations [4–6] also suggested
such large value.
In our previous studies [7,8], we carried out nonpertur-

bative calculations of hNj�ssjNi in two-flavor QCD, where
up and down quarks are assumed to be degenerate. In
Ref. [7], hNj�ssjNi is indirectly estimated from the ms

dependence of MN through the Feynman-Hellmann
theorem

@MN

@ms
¼ hNj�ssjNi: (2)

We refer to this method as the spectrum method in this
paper. In Ref. [8], on the other hand, hNj�ssjNi is extracted
directly from a disconnected three-point function of the
nucleon (Fig. 1). Since we use a ratio of the three- and two-
point functions [see (27) in Sec. III] to improve the accu-
racy of hNj�ssjNi, this method is referred to as the ratio
method in the following. These two studies consistently
yielded fTs

& 0:05 which is significantly smaller than the

phenomenological estimate.
In this paper, we extend our previous studies to

2þ 1-flavor QCD. This is a necessary step towards a
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realistic calculation of hNj�ssjNi, since effects of dynamical
strange quarks are difficult to estimate analytically. In
addition, we can eliminate a subtlety in the spectrum
method when used for two-flavor QCD. Namely, since
this theory does not have strange sea quark, we estimated
hNj�ssjNi as a derivative in terms of up and down sea quark
mass at sea (mud;sea) and valence (mud;val) quark masses set

to the physical strange quark mass ms;phys

hNj�ssjNi ¼ @MN

@mud;sea

��������mud;sea¼mud;val¼ms;phys

; (3)

assuming that hNj�ssjNi mildly depends on the quark
masses. This assumption is eliminated in the present work.

A number of lattice studies of the strange quark content
have been recently performed in Nf ¼ 2 [9–11], 2þ 1

[12–19], and 2þ 1þ 1 [18,20] QCD using either the
spectrum [9,12,16,17,19] or ratio [10,11,13–15,18,20]
method. An important advantage of our work over the
previous calculations is that chiral symmetry is preser-
ved by employing the overlap quark action [21,22].
Conventional Wilson-type fermions, which explicitly vio-
late chiral symmetry at finite lattice spacings, induce a
mixing of scalar operators between �ss and �uuþ �dd [8].
The nucleon three-point function in Fig. 1 then receives a
contribution from a connected diagram with the �uuþ �dd
operator through the renormalization of �ss. The connected
contribution is larger than the disconnected one typically
by an order of magnitude, and a subtraction of such a large
contamination gives rise to a substantial uncertainty in
hNj�ssjNi [9]. This serious problem is entirely avoided in
our work using the chiral lattice fermion formulation.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe our
simulation setup to generate gauge ensembles and to

calculate relevant nucleon correlators in Sec. II. The
strange quark content is extracted through the ratio and
spectrum methods at simulated quark masses in Sec. III.
We then extrapolate these results to the physical point in
Sec. IV. Our conclusions are given in Sec. V. Our prelimi-
nary reports of this work are found in Refs. [23,24].

II. SIMULATION METHOD

A. Gauge ensembles

We simulate QCD with degenerate up and down quarks
and heavier strange quarks. Chiral symmetry is exactly
preserved by employing the overlap quark action [21,22].
Its Dirac operator is given by

DðmÞ ¼
�
m0 þm

2

�
þ

�
m0 �m

2

�
�5sgn½HWðm0Þ�; (4)

where m is the quark mass and HW ¼ �5DW is the
Hermitian Wilson-Dirac operator. The mass parameter of
HW is chosen as m0 ¼ �1:6 so that the overlap-Dirac
operator DðmÞ has good locality [25]. For gauge fields,
we use the Iwasaki action [26] with a modification
proposed in Ref. [27]. This leads to an extra Boltzmann
factor det ½H2

W�= det ½H2
W þ�2� (� ¼ 0:2Þ, which does not

change the continuum limit of the theory but remarkably
reduces the computational cost to calculate sgn½HW� in (4)
by suppressing (near-)zero modes of HW . This Boltzmann
factor prohibits tunnelings among different topological
sectors, and we simulate only trivial topological sector in
this study. The effect of fixing topology is suppressed by
inverse power of the lattice volume [28] and turned out
to be small, typically 1% level, in our previous studies
[29,30]. This small effect can be safely neglected with our
statistical accuracy for baryon observables.
Our gauge ensembles are generated at a gauge coupling

� ¼ 2:3, where the lattice spacing is determined as
a ¼ 0:112ð1Þ fm using the � baryon mass as input. On a
N3

s � Nt ¼ 163 � 48 lattice, we simulate two values of the
degenerate up and down quark masses mud ¼ 0:035 and
0.050, and two strange quark massesms ¼ 0:080 and 0.100.
Their physical valuesmud;phys¼0:0029 andms;phys ¼ 0:081

are fixed by usingM� andMK as inputs [30]. Note also that
we quote bare values in lattice units for these quark masses.
We push our simulations to two smaller mud’s, 0.015
and 0.025, on a larger lattice 243 � 48 at a single value of
ms ¼ 0:080, which is very close to ms;phys.

Four values ofmud cover a range of the pion massM� ’
300–540 MeV. The spatial extent L is chosen to satisfy
a condition M�L * 4 to control finite volume effects.

FIG. 1. Nucleon three-point function used to determine
hNj�ssjNi. Solid lines represent quark propagators that are
dressed by gluons and sea quarks. Connected three lines form
the nucleon propagator, whereas the disconnected quark loop
arises from the strange scalar operator �ss.

TABLE I. Summary of parameters used in the lattice simulation.

mud 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.050

ms 0.080 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100

L=a 24 16 16 24 16 16 16 16 16 16
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We carry out additional simulations at the two smallest
mud’s on the smaller lattice size 163 � 48 to directly
examine the finite volume effects. Our simulation parame-
ters are summarized in Table I.

The statistical samples at each simulation point
ðmud;ms; LÞ consist of 2,500 hybrid Monte Carlo trajecto-
ries, out of which we use 500 and 50 to calculate the
correlation functions in the spectrum and ratio methods,

respectively. We employ the jackknife method with a
bin size of 50 trajectories to estimate statistical errors
of the nucleon correlators and any quantities determined
from them.
On these gauge ensembles, we calculate the two-point

nucleon correlation function using an interpolating opera-
tor N ¼ �abcðuTaC�5dbÞuc with C ¼ �4�2. After taking
contractions, we obtain

hC2ptðy; t;�tÞi ¼ � 1

2N3
s

X
�¼ð1��4Þ=2

X
x

�abc�a
0b0c0 htrs½�ðD�1ðmÞÞaa0 �trs½�ðD�1ðmÞÞbb0 ðC�5ÞððD�1ðmÞÞcc0 ÞTðC�5Þ�

þ trs½�ðD�1ðmÞÞaa0 ðC�5ÞððD�1ðmÞÞcc0 ÞTðC�5ÞðD�1ðmÞÞbb0 �i; (5)

where the trace ‘‘trs’’ is over spinor indices and h� � �i
represents a Monte Carlo average. Here, the quark propa-
gatorsD�1ðmÞ propagate from ðy; tÞ to (x; tþ �t). In order
to improve statistical accuracy, C2pt is averaged over two
choices of the projector � ¼ ð1� �4Þ=2, which corre-
spond to the forward and backward propagating nucleons,
respectively. Here and in the following, for �¼ð1��4Þ=2,
�t is taken as ��t.

We also calculate the three-point function with a scalar
operator on the lattice defined as

O lat
S ¼ �s

�
1�Dð0Þ

2m0

�
s (6)

to respect chiral symmetry in the continuum limit.

B. All-to-all propagator

As shown in Fig. 1, the three-point function C3pt on a

given gauge configuration can be decomposed into two
pieces. Namely, we can write C3pt as

hC3ptðy; t;�t;�tsÞi ¼ hC2ptðy; t;�tÞSlatðtþ �tsÞi; (7)

where C2ptðy; t;�tÞ is the two-point function and

Slatðtþ�tsÞ ¼ 1

N3
s

X
z

fTrðD�1ðmÞÞðz; zÞjz0¼tþ�ts

� hTrðD�1ðmÞÞðz; zÞjz0¼tþ�tsig; (8)

is the scalar quark loop calculated on this configuration.
The trace ‘‘Tr’’ is over both spinor and color indices.
The nucleon piece C2pt can be calculated by using the

conventional ‘‘point-to-all’’ quark propagator D�1ðx; x0Þ,
the source point of which (x0) has to be fixed to a certain
lattice site. The calculation of the quark-loop pieces Slat is
computationally more demanding, as it involves quark loops
starting from arbitrary lattice sites (z; tþ�ts). We therefore
employ the ‘‘all-to-all’’ quark propagator [31,32] that con-
tains the quark propagating from any lattice site to any site.

Let us consider a decomposition of the quark propagator
to the contribution from low-lying eigenmodes of the Dirac
operator DðmÞ and that from the remaining modes

D�1ðmÞ ¼ fD�1ðmÞglow þ fD�1ðmÞghigh: (9)

It is expected that the low-mode contribution fD�1ðmÞglow
dominates low-energy observables in QCD including
hNj�ssjNi. We calculate it exactly as

fD�1ðmÞglowðx; yÞ ¼
XNe

k¼1

1

�kðmÞvkðxÞvkðyÞy; (10)

where �kðmÞ and vkðxÞ are the kth lowest eigenvalue and its
associated eigenvector of DðmÞ, and Ne is the number of
the low-lying modes prepared for this calculation.
The small contribution from the remaining high-modes

is calculated stochastically by the noise method [33]. We
generate a single complex Z2 noise vector �ðxÞ for each
configuration and split it into Nd ¼ 3� 4� Nt=2 vectors

�ðdÞðxÞ (d ¼ 1; . . . ; Nd), which have nonzero elements only
for a single combination of color and spinor indices on two

consecutive time slices. For each ‘‘split’’ noise vector �ðdÞ,
we solve a linear equation

fDðmÞc ðdÞgðxÞ ¼ ðP high�
ðdÞÞðxÞ ðd ¼ 1; . . . ; NdÞ; (11)
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FIG. 2. Monte Carlo history of reweighting factor ~wðm0
s; msÞ to

shift the strange quark mass from m0
s ¼ 0:080 to ms ¼ 0:075 at

mud ¼ 0:050. Different lines show data calculated with different
numbers of the pseudofermion fields Nr.
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where P high ¼ 1� P low and P low is the projector to the

subspace spanned by the low-modes

P lowðx; yÞ ¼
XNe

k¼1

vkðxÞvkðyÞy: (12)

The high-mode contribution is then estimated as

fD�1ðmÞghighðx; yÞ ¼
XNd

d¼1

c ðdÞðxÞ�ðdÞðyÞy: (13)

We calculate the low- and high-mode contributions to
Slat as

Slatðtþ�tsÞ ¼ Slatlowðtþ�tsÞ þ Slathighðtþ�tsÞ; (14)

with

SlatlowðhighÞðtþ�tsÞ ¼ 1

N3
s

X
z

fD�1ðmÞglowðhighÞðz; zÞjz0¼tþ�ts ;

(15)

where the subtraction of the vacuum expectation value is
assumed though it is not written explicitly for notational
simplicity.

C. Low-mode averaging (LMA)

The low-lying modes of DðmÞ are also useful to
precisely calculate the nucleon piece C2pt in both C2pt

and C3pt. By applying (9), we can decompose C2pt into

the following eight contributions:

C2pt ¼ Clll
2pt þ Cllh

2pt þ Clhl
2pt þ Chll

2pt þ Clhh
2pt þ Chlh

2pt

þ Chhl
2pt þ Chhh

2pt : (16)

Here, Clll
2pt is constructed only from fD�1ðmÞglow. For Cllh

2pt,

fD�1ðmÞglow is used for two of the valence quark
propagators and fD�1ðmÞghigh for the remaining one. The

other combinations are understood in a similar manner. In
principle, we can use the all-to-all propagator, (10) and
(13), to calculate these contributions. These quantities,
however, decay exponentially with a large nucleon mass
MN as the temporal separation �t increases. At large
separations, the high-mode contributions, such as Chhh

2pt ,

are not sufficiently precise with fD�1ðmÞghigh evaluated

using only single noise sample for each configuration.
We therefore use the low-mode averaging (LMA) tech-

nique [34,35] in this study. The low-mode part of the
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FIG. 3. Approximated ratio ~Rð�t;�tsÞ at ms ¼ 0:080 as a function of �ts. We plot results obtained at different values of mud in the
four panels. The vertical dashed lines show the locations of the nucleon source and sink operators.
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all-to-all propagator (10) is used to calculate Clll
2pt, which

dominantly contributes to the nucleon correlators C2pt and

C3pt. We then take average of Clll
2ptðy; t;�tÞ over the loca-

tion of the nucleon source operator ðy; tÞ to largely reduce
its statistical fluctuation.

The remaining and small contributions fCllh
2pt; . . . ; C

hhh
2pt g

are calculated using the point-to-all quark propagator after
projecting by P low and 1� P low for l and h pieces,
respectively. We improve the statistical signal of these
contributions by averaging over ðy; tÞ. In order to reduce
the computational cost of the re-calculation of the point-to-
all propagators, these contributions are averaged over a
limited set of ðy; tÞ compared to that for Clll

2pt.

The sets of the source point as well as the number of the
low-modes Ne are chosen differently for our calculations
with the ratio and spectrum methods, because the latter
uses C2pt calculated in the course of our study of the light

meson spectrum [29,30]. We summarize our choices for
these two methods in the following subsections.

D. Setup for the ratio method

We use Ne ¼ 160 and 240 low-lying modes on the
163 � 48 and 243 � 48 lattices, respectively, to calculate
low-mode contribution Slatlowðtþ�tÞ and Clll

2ptðy; t;�tÞ in

the ratio method. As mentioned above, the latter is aver-
aged over 16 spatial points

y 2 fð0; 0; 0Þ; ð0; 0; Ns=2Þ; ð0; Ns=2; Ns=2Þ; ðNs=2; Ns=2; Ns=2Þ; ðNs=4; Ns=4; Ns=4Þ; ðNs=4; Ns=4; 3Ns=4Þ;
ðNs=4; 3Ns=4; 3Ns=4Þ; ð3Ns=4; 3Ns=4; 3Ns=4Þ; and their permutationsg (17)
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FIG. 4. Results of the constant fit to Rð�t;�tsÞ as a function of �t. Four panels show results obtained at different values of
mud and at ms ¼ 0:080.

TABLE II. Strange quark content hNjOlat
S jNi calculated in the ratio method.

mud 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.035 0.050 0.050

ms 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100

hNjOlat
S jNi 0.09(7) 0.15(6) 0.28(12) 0.14(10) 0.15(14) 0.20(18)
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at each time slice t. Averaging over more points does not
help to further reduce the statistical fluctuation of C2pt and
C3pt because of the correlation among Clll

2ptðy; t;�tÞ at
different spatial points y’s. We average fCllh

2pt; . . . ; C
hhh
2pt g

over four time slices t ¼ 0, 12, 24, and 36 with the spatial
location y kept fixed.

At heaviest mudð¼ 0:050Þ, we slightly modify the setup
of LMA to calculate C3pt. With (14) and (16), C3pt on a

given configuration can be rewritten as

C3pt ¼ Clll
2ptS

lat
low þ fCllh

2pt þ � � � þ Chhh
2pt gSlatlow þ Clll

2ptS
lat
high

þ fCllh
2pt þ � � � þ Chhh

2pt gSlathigh: (18)

The first term represents the low-mode contribution,
which gives a dominant contribution to C3pt especially

for small mud. Other three terms are relatively minor
contributions, and their statistical fluctuation is not sub-
stantially reduced by LMA. At the largest mud, the
statistical error becomes even larger when LMA is
used. We therefore apply LMA only for the first term
in that case.

The above setup of LMA typically leads to a factor of 4
(7) reduction of the statistical error of C2pt (C3pt) at our

simulated values of mud and ms.
In our previous study in two-flavor QCD [8], we observe

that smearing both nucleon source and sink operators is
crucial to identify the ground state contribution to C3pt. We

employ the Gaussian smearing

q
gss
smrðx; tÞ ¼

X
y

��
1þ !

4N
H

�
N
�
x;y
qðy; tÞ;

Hx;y ¼
X3
i¼1

ð	x;y�î þ 	x;yþîÞ;
(19)

where we omit the gauge links connecting the lattice
sites ðx; tÞ and ðy; tÞ, which may enhance the statistical
fluctuation of C2pt andC3pt. We use this gauge noninvariant

smearing on our gauge configurations fixed to the Coulomb
gauge. The parameters! ¼ 20 andN ¼ 400 are chosen by
inspecting the plateau of the effective mass of C2pt.

E. Setup for the spectrum method

For the spectrum method, we use C2pt calculated in the

course of our study of the light meson spectrum [29,30].
The low-mode contribution Clll

2ptðy; t;�tÞ is calculated us-

ing Ne ¼ 160ð80Þ low-modes on the 163 � 48 (243 � 48)
lattice, and is averaged over the time-slice twith the spatial
source point y kept fixed. We use an exponential smearing

qexpsmr ðx; tÞ ¼
X
r

exp ½�0:4jrj�qðxþ r; tÞ (20)

only for the nucleon source operator. The spatial extent of
this smeared operator is roughly equal to that of (19) used
for the ratio method. We observe that the onset of the
plateau in the effective mass is consistent with that of
(19) within the statistical error.
In order to evaluate the derivative @MN=@ms in (2),

we study the ms dependence of MN by utilizing the
reweighting technique [36,37]. Our Monte Carlo data
at the strange quark mass ms are used to estimate the
two-point function at a slightly shifted strange quark
mass m0

s as

hC2ptim0
s
¼ hC2pt ~wðm0

s; msÞims
; (21)
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FIG. 5. Nucleon effective masses at ms ¼ 0:080. Left and right panels show results on the 163 � 48 and 243 � 48 lattices,
respectively. Horizontal lines show MN obtained from a single exponential fit to C2ptð�tÞ.

TABLE III. Same as Table II but for mud ¼ 0:015 and 0.025
on the smaller volume 163 � 48.

mud 0.015 0.015 0.025 0.025

ms 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100

hNjOlat
S jNi 0.34(24) 0.29(32) 0.21(16) 0.02(9)
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where h� � �ims
represents the Monte Carlo average at ms,

and ~w is the reweighting factor for a given configuration

~wðm0
s; msÞ ¼ wðm0

s; msÞ
hwðm0

s; msÞims

;

wðm0
s; msÞ ¼ det

�
Dðm0

sÞ
DðmsÞ

�
:

(22)

Similarly to Slat and C2pt, w can be decomposed into

contributions from low and high modes

wðm0
s; msÞ ¼ wlowðm0

s; msÞwhighðm0
s; msÞ; (23)

wlowðhighÞðm0
s; msÞ ¼ det

�
P lowðhighÞ

Dðm0
sÞ

DðmsÞP lowðhighÞ
�
:

(24)

We exactly calculate wlow using the low-lying eigenvalues,
whereas whigh is estimated by a stochastic estimator for its

square

w2
highðm0

s; msÞ ¼ 1

Nr

XNr

r¼1

e�1
2ðP high
rÞyð��1ÞP high
r : (25)

Here � � DðmsÞyfDðm0
sÞ�1gyDðm0

sÞ�1DðmsÞ, and
f
1; . . . ; 
Nr

g is a set of pseudofermion fields whose

elements are generated with the Gaussian probability.
An important practical issue is how many pseudofer-

mion fields are needed to reliably estimate whigh. Since

whigh is a product of 12N3
sNt � Ne eigenvalues, it largely

deviates from unity unless ms ’ m0
s. We observe, however,

that it has small statistical fluctuation, after taking the ratio
~wðm0

s; msÞ ¼ wðm0
s; msÞ=hwðm0

s; msÞims
. Consequently, the

normalized reweighting factor ~w is essentially controlled
by the low-mode contribution wlow. We therefore do not
need large number of the pseudofermion fields to estimate
whigh as demonstrated in Fig. 2.

In this study, we reweight C2pt at ms ¼ 0:080 to 20

different values

m0
s ¼ 0:0600; 0:0650; 0:0700; 0:0725; 0:0750; 0:0775;

0:0780; 0:0785; 0:0790; 0:0795; 0:0805; 0:0810;

0:0815; 0:0820; 0:0825; 0:0850; 0:0875; 0:0900;

0:0950; 0:1000: (26)

We shift these values by þ0:020 when we reweight C2pt

at ms ¼ 0:100. These values roughly cover a region
m0

s2½ms�25MeV;msþ25MeV�, where the low-mode
dominance of ~w is confirmed. We set Nr ¼ 5 in the whole
region of m0

s.

III. RESULTS AT THE SIMULATED
QUARK MASSES

In the following subsections, we present our results for
hNjOlat

S jNi obtained at simulated quark masses by using

the ratio and spectrum methods. Note that hNjOlat
S jNi

represents the bare value on the lattice, and results for
the renormalization group invariant parameter fTs

will be

given in the next section.
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FIG. 6. Nucleon masses MN as a function of ms. Left and right panels show MN obtained by reweighting from that at ms ¼ 0:080
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shifted in the horizontal direction for clarity.

TABLE IV. Strange quark content hNjOlat
S jNi obtained from the spectrum method.

mud 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.035 0.050 0.050

ms 0.080 0.080 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100

hNjOlat
S jNi �0:16ð35Þ 0.35(13) 0.31(15) 0.16(12) 0.42(10) 0.22(10)
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A. Ratio method

We extract hNjOlat
S jNi from the ratio ofC3ptð�t;�tsÞ and

C2ptð�tÞ

Rð�t;�tsÞ �
C3ptð�t;�tsÞ
C2ptð�tÞ

���!
�t;�ts!1

hNjOlat
S jNi; (27)

where �t is the temporal interval between the nucleon
source and sink. The scalar quark loop Slat is set on the
time-slice apart from the nucleon source by �ts. Note that
C3ptð�t;�tsÞ and C2ptð�tÞ are calculated using LMA and,

hence, we suppress the coordinates of the nucleon source,
namely, ðy; tÞ in (5) and (7).

The ratio R may receive contamination from excited
states of the nucleon when the temporal separation �t is
not sufficiently large and/or the scalar operator is too close
to the nucleon operators (�ts � 0 or �t). We therefore
need to identify a plateau of Rð�t;�tsÞ, where the excited
state contamination is negligible. To this end, we consider
the same ratio but approximated by taking only the low-
mode contribution Slatlow for the quark loop Slat in (14). This
approximated ratio, which we denote by ~R in the follow-
ing, is useful to identify the plateau of R, because (i) R is
well dominated by the low-mode approximation ~R, and
(ii) ~R is free from a large noise due to the stochastic
method to estimate Slathigh, which obscures the excited state

contamination. We refer the reader to Ref. [8] for a more
detailed discussion.

Figure 3 shows ~Rð�t;�tsÞ with a fixed value of�t ¼ 13
as a function of �ts. We obtain nonzero signal for
~Rð�t;�tsÞ, which do not show significant �ts dependence
at �ts � �t=2. It implies that the scalar operator is suffi-
ciently far from nucleon operators.

We then carry out a constant fit to the ratio without
the approximation Rð�t;�tsÞ using a fit range of
�ts ¼ ½5;�t� 5� for each �t. As plotted in Fig. 4, the
fit results do not show statistically significant dependence
on�t at�t � 12, that indicates that the data are dominated

by the ground state contribution. Although the statistical
signal is worse at mud ¼ 0:050, it is reasonable to assume
the ground state saturation at around the same �t region as
other mud’s.
From these observations on the�ts and�t dependences,

we determine hNjOlat
S jNi by a simultaneous constant

fit to Rð�t;�tsÞ with fit ranges of �ts ¼ ½5;�t� 5� and
�t¼½12;23�. The numerical results are listed in
Table II. We also test a fitting form taking account of the
first excited state with a slightly wider fit range of �ts.
This fit yields hNjOlat

S jNi in good agreement with those

from the constant fit, because the excited state contribution
is small as expected from the mild �t dependence of
Rð�t;�tsÞ.
We repeat the same analysis at two smallestmud’s but on

the smaller volume 163 � 48. The numerical results are
listed in Table III. The difference in hNjOlat

S jNi between
the two volumes are well below our statistical accuracy
suggesting that finite volume effects (FVEs) can be ne-
glected within the statistical error. We therefore use the
numerical results in Table II in the chiral extrapolation to
determine hNjOlat

S jNi at physical quark masses.

B. Spectrum method

In the spectrum method, we evaluate hNjOlat
S jNi from

the ms dependence of the nucleon mass MN . Figure 5
shows examples of the nucleon effective mass obtained at
ms ¼ 0:080. By a single exponential fit C2ptð�tÞ / e�MN�t,

we determine MN with an accuracy of 2% (0.8%) at our
smallest (largest) mud on 243 � 48 (163 � 48).
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TABLE V. Same as Table IV but at mud ¼ 0:015 and 0.025 on
the smaller volume 163 � 48.

mud 0.015 0.015 0.025 0.025

ms 0.080 0.100 0.080 0.100

hNjOlat
S jNi 0.68(52) �0:60ð55Þ 0.34(11) 0.12(18)
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The FVE in MN at mud ¼ 0:025 is not statistically
significant: it is only 2� (3%) effect. We expect similarly
small effect at heavier mud’s. The magnitude of the FVE at
mud ¼ 0:015 is difficult to estimate due to a large statistical
error of MN on the smaller volume 163 � 48. We note that
the FVE at mud ¼ 0:015 on the larger volume 243 � 48 is
estimated as 0.7% from SUð2Þ HBChPT at one-loop. In
addition, it is plausible that the FVE has a mild dependence
on ms leading to small effect in hNjOlat

S jNi.
As explained in the previous section, we calculateMN at

shifted values of ms by exploiting the reweighting tech-
nique. Results are plotted as a function of ms in Fig. 6. We
successfully reweight our data to ms � 0:02 (� 25 MeV).
Namely, the reweighting does not largely increase the
statistical error of MN . This is because (i) the reweighting
factor ~w, is accurately calculated with the small number of
the noise samples, as discussed in the previous section, and
(ii) resulting values are typically Oð1Þ as plotted in Fig. 2.

We extract the slope @MN=@ms by fitting MN in the
region of ½ms � �ms;ms þ �ms� with �ms ¼ 0:010 to a
linear form

MN ¼ dþ hNjOlat
S jNims: (28)

The numerical results are summarized in Table IV. Figure 7
shows that the fitted result for hNjOlat

S jNi is stable against
the choice of the fitting range �ms as expected from the
mild ms dependence of MN shown in Fig. 6. We also
confirm that adding higher order terms to (28) does not
change hNjOlat

S jNi significantly.
In order to directly check FVEs to hNjOlat

S jNi, we repeat
the analysis at two lightest mud but on the smaller volume.
A comparison with results listed in Table V suggests that
FVE is not significant with our statistical accuracy, which
is consistent with our observation in the ratio method.

C. Comparison between two methods

Figure 8 compares hNjOlat
S jNi obtained from the spec-

trum and ratio methods. We observe a good agreement
between the two methods. The same figure also shows
that FVEs in hNjOlat

S jNi are not significant at the two

smallest mud’s as already mentioned in the previous
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subsections. These observations suggest that systematics of
our determinations at given quark masses ðmud;msÞ is not
substantial.

With our simulation setup, the accuracy at two heaviest
mud’s are comparable between the two methods, while the
ratio method provides a more accurate determination at
lighter mud’s. This is mainly because (i) we use the better
setup of LMA for the ratio method and (ii) the volume size
is increased at these mud’s. For instance, we average
Clll
2ptðy; t;�tÞ at the 16 choices of the spatial location y,

while y is kept fixed in the spectrum method. Our data at
the 16 choices listed in (17) have less correlation among
them on a larger volume and hence LMAworks better.

IV. CHIRAL EXTRAPOLATION

In Fig. 9, we plot hNjOlat
S jNi obtained from the two

methods as a function of mud. Note that our data cover a
region of M� � 300–540 MeV, and our lighter strange
quark mass ms ¼ 0:080 is already close to the physical
massms;phys ¼ 0:081. The figure shows that hNjOlat

S jNi has
a very mild dependence on both mud and ms, which has
also been observed in our previous study in two-flavor
QCD [8]. Our data are well described by a linear fit

hNjOlat
S jNi ¼ c0 þ c1;udmud þ c1;sms (29)

as plotted in the same figure. Numerical results of the fit are
summarized in Table VI. We also confirm that hNjOlat

S jNi
at the physical quark masses does not change significantly
by excluding the data at the largest mud from the fit and/or
by including higher order terms in (29).

We also test a fitting form based on SUð3Þ HBChPT to
parametrize the observed quark mass dependence of

hNj�ssjNi. One-loop chiral expansion of MN [38] and the
Feynman-Hellmann theorem (2) give an expression of
hNjOlat

S jNi

hNjOlat
S jNi ¼ �cs � B

�
3

2
CNNKMK þ 2CNN�M�

�

þ c2;KM
2
K þ c2;�M

2
�; (30)

where contributions of the decuplet baryons are ignored. In
this analysis, we approximate the higher order corrections
by the OðM2

fK;�gÞ analytic terms. Within this approxima-

tion, we can use the leading order expressions M2
K ¼

Bðmud þmsÞ and M2
� ¼ 2Bðmud þ 2msÞ=3 for the meson

masses. The coefficients CNNK and CNN� of the OðMfK;�gÞ
terms are written as

CNNK ¼ 1

8�f2
ð5D2 � 6DFþ 9F2Þ

3
;

CNN� ¼ 1

8�f2
ðD� 3FÞ2

6
:

(31)

The axial couplings are fixed to a phenomenological
estimate D ¼ 0:81 and F ¼ 0:47 [39] in this analysis.
The low-energy constants in mesonic ChPT, f and B, are
set to our lattice estimate determined from the meson
spectrum and decay constants [30].
The fit using (30) is shown in Fig. 10. Since hNj�ssjNi

depends mildly on mud through the strange meson masses
MfK;�g up to one-loop order of HBChPT, the mild mud

dependence of our data can be fitted to (30) reasonably
well. However, numerical results summarized in Table VII
suggest a large difference of hNjOlat

S jNi in the SUð3Þ chiral
limit between the linear and HBChPT fits (cf., �cs in

TABLE VI. Numerical results of linear chiral extrapolation.

�2=d:o:f: d.o.f. c0 c1 c1;s hNjOlat
S jNi

Spectrum method 0.54 3 0.90(47) 5.7(5.1) �9:6ð5:4Þ 0.15(0.19)

Ratio method 0.38 3 0.22(43) 3.9(4.1) �2:2ð5:7Þ 0.058(0.101)
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Table VII and c0 in Table VI). This is because (30) predicts
a large OðMKÞ contribution to hNjOlat

S jNi at ms;phys with

the phenomenological estimate of D and F. Then, the fit
reproduces our small values of hNjOlat

S jNi by a large

cancellation among chiral corrections at different orders.
Consequently, the HBChPT expansion exhibits a poor
convergence as shown in Fig. 11. A similarly poor
convergence of HBChPT has been observed in our study
in two-flavor QCD [8]. These observations suggest that, at
least for hNjOlat

S jNi, the SUð3Þ chiral expansion up to

OðM2
fK;�gÞ could be applicable only to lattice data at

much smaller values of ms.
In this study, therefore, we determine hNjOlat

S jNi from
the linear fit (29) and use the HBChPT fit only to estimate
the systematic uncertainty of the chiral extrapolation.
We obtain hNjOlat

S jNi ¼ 0:15ð19Þð18Þ from the spectrum

method and 0.06(10)(10) from the ratio method. The first
and second errors represent the statistical and systematic
ones. In this study, the ratio method provides a statistically
better determination of hNj�ssjNi. This is partly because
we employ a better setup of LMA for the ratio method
as mentioned in Secs. II D and III C. A nucleon operator
with a better overlap with the nucleon ground state also
improves the accuracy of the spectrum method.

As discussed in Sec. III, we expect that the FVE on our
larger volume is small. The discretization effect is esti-
mated as Oðða�Þ2Þ � 9% from a simple order counting
using � ¼ 500 MeV. These systematic errors are well
below our statistical accuracy and, hence, ignored in the
following discussions. We also note that exact chiral
symmetry in our simulation, forbids the mixing with the

light quark contents hNj �uuþ �ddjNi [7–9], which turned
out to introduce a large uncertainty in hNj�ssjNi [9].
The bare matrix element hNjOlat

S jNi is converted to the

renormalization invariant parameter

fTs
� mshNjOlat

S jNi
MN

¼
8<
:
0:023ð29Þð28Þ ðspectrum methodÞ;
0:009ð15Þð16Þ ðratio methodÞ; (32)

where we use the experimental value ofMN . In Fig. 12, we
compare our results of fTs

with our previous estimate in

Nf ¼ 2 QCD [7,8]. All of our studies give consistent

results for fTs
. As confirmed in Fig. 13, sea strange quark

loops have small effects to a renormalization invariant
quantity mshNjOlat

S jNi leading to the good agreement

between Nf ¼ 2 and 2þ 1 QCD. As mentioned in the

Introduction, our previous study using the spectrummethod
in Nf ¼ 2QCD [7] estimated hNj�ssjNi from the derivative

@MN=@mud;sea withmud;fsea;valg sending toms;phys. This turns

out to be a reasonable estimate of hNj�ssjNi because of the
very mild dependence of hNj�ssjNi on mfud;sg shown in

Fig. 9 as well as the small effect of dynamical strange
quark loops in Fig. 13.
Figure 12 also compares our results with recent studies

in Nf ¼ 2þ 1 and 2þ 1þ 1 lattice QCD [12–18,20]. All

TABLE VII. Numerical results of chiral fit using SUð3Þ HBChPT (30).

�2=d:o:f: d.o.f. �cs c2;K [GeV�2] c2;� [GeV�2] hNjOlat
S jNi

Spectrum method 1.2 3 8.7(5) 23(4) �6:1ð3:6Þ 0.33(19)

Ratio method 0.75 3 7.9(4) 21(3) �2:8ð3:6Þ 0.16(10)
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these studies favor small strange quark content fTs
& 0:1.

Strictly speaking, the results of Ref. [13] appears to be
slightly higher (2:5�) than our best estimate, that is fTs

in

Nf ¼ 2þ 1 QCD from the ratio method. Recently, the

same authors present improved estimates in Nf ¼ 2þ 1

and 2þ 1þ 1 QCD [18]. These results also indicate a
slightly large value of fTs

� 0:06. Given the large statisti-

cal errors, however, the difference is not very significant.
Compared to these lattice estimates, the phenomeno-

logical studies [2,3] predict a rather large estimate 0.41
(9) based on HBChPT up to quadratic order in the quark
masses. The poor convergence of our chiral fit based on the
same effective theory suggests that its convergence at
physical quark masses should be carefully examined.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we calculate the strange quark content
of the nucleon in 2þ 1-flavor lattice QCD. Two determi-
nations using the ratio and spectrummethods as well as our
previous studies in two-flavor QCD consistently favor a

small strange quark content fTs
& 0:05. In contrast, phe-

nomenological studies based on HBChPT have led to a
rather larger value 0.1–0.7 which is, however, unexpectedly
large as a content of sea quarks of a single flavor.
In this study, we utilize several simulation techniques to

precisely determine the small effect due to disconnected
quark loops. In the spectrum method, we can successfully
shift ms by�25 MeV by using the reweighting technique.
It would be interesting to study isospin breaking effects,
such as the proton and neutron mass difference, by using
this technique, and its applicability on larger lattice vol-
umes should be studied.
The ratio method requires precise calculation of the

nucleon disconnected three-point function, which is
technically very challenging. The low-lying modes of the
Dirac operator turned out to be very helpful: we employ the
LMA technique to calculate the nucleon propagator and
the all-to-all quark propagator for the disconnected quark
loops. These techniques, in principle, can be applied to
other baryon observables. For instance, it is interesting to
extend this study to the strange quark spin content of the
nucleon. Precise knowledge of this quantity is important to
constrain the parameter space of SUSY models through
spin-dependent scattering cross section of the neutralino-
nucleon scattering [40].
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